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NEW QUESTION: 1
In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, which fixed
asset transaction type can post simultaneously with standard
fixed asset depreciation?
A. Summarize depreciation
B. Bonus depreciation
C. Depreciation adjustment
D. Extraordinary depreciation
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements about this S3 bucket policy
is true?
A. Denies the server with the IP address
access to the "mybucket" bucket
B. Denies the server with the IP address
access to the "mybucket" bucket
C. Grants all the servers within the 192
full access to the "mybucket" bucket
D. Grants all the servers within the 192
full access to the "mybucket" bucket
Answer: B

192 168 100 0 full
192 168 100 188 full
168 100 188/32 subnet
168 100 0/24 subnet

NEW QUESTION: 3
An integration flow was found to be running slower than
expected on an AIX system. It was found that /var/
mqsi/common.log was continuously growing in size. Why would
this be happening?
A. Core dumps are getting created.
B. A trace or accounting and statistics has been left enabled.
C. Abends are getting created.
D. An Integration flow referencing lots of JARs was deployed to
the Integration Server.
Answer: B
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